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PRESIDENT’S PAGE
Our Christmas meeting was certainly well received with a lot of chatter, swapping and
eating. Not to mention the odd cheer or two. The highlight was no doubt the presentation by
Michael Bannenberg on the release of the book “Carlton Brewery “ Michael had two proof
copies on display for all members present to review. ‘Carlton Brewery” is a definitive book
put together by Andrew Bailey and Michael on the completed history from 1858 to 1907. It
is a limited edition hard cover and will be available in May 2010. RRP is $95. Postage and
delivery are extra.
Orders are taken by contacting Michael on mick.banners@gmail.com or phone his mobile
on 0400 458 495. It is a very comprehensive book and worth saving for. Well done Andrew
and Michael. Again we have members with brewing historical knowledge, skills and great
authors / illustrators within the VBLCS.
I would like to thank Angus MacEwan for offering to resurrect the “Sell Book” giving
members the opportunity to pick up those elusive labels and for some to make a bit of pocket
money. If members have some spare hard to get labels the please send them to Angus with a
fair nominal price for sale. Unfortunately the Sell Book is only available at our bimonthly
meetings.
The Power of the Media! Members will recall the VBLCS and myself were featured in
Collectors, a section of the Age and Sydney Morning Herald newspapers some months ago.
A member of the public used to write to breweries 40 years ago as part of his label
collecting. These labels were sitting in his drawer gathering dust until he read the article.
The gentleman mailed the labels to the Society and consequently will be issued through the
raffles with the help of Jack - our co coordinator. I wrote a letter of gratitude and
appreciation.
It was great to receive a Christmas card from Joe Bajada who has settle in to residence in
Malta. He sends his regards and best wishes for Christmas and New Year to all members.
Thanks Joe, our best wishes to you too.
Membership fees are now overdue. Please provide payment to our Treasurer David Dobney
as soon as possible. In addition could members please complete the application for with their
correspondence details Members have been asking for a contacts list [email, phone, postal
etc.] for us to publish internally. If you don’t provide the information it makes it extremely
difficult for us to release details to improve communications between members. Your help is
appreciated.
Please be aware the FINAL notice for membership 2009/10 dues has passed.
Can you write an article? Can you send some special photos related to breweriana?
Tasted some special beers lately or recently visited a new micro brewery? Send us an article.
It is your VBLCS so let me know of any ideas or recommendations of change for the coming
year.

Cheers and happy collecting.
Rob Greenaway
Club Tivoli offers a fine restaurant providing excellent German food and a range of
beverages. Prices are very reasonable and the service is excellent. Give it a try. Our
next meeting is 14th February commencing at 12.00 am with swaps and much
discussion.
Note the formal meeting will start at 1.00pm. For those enthusiastic collectors ensure
you are there well before 1.00 to catch up with your swap partners and collect the
labels on offering.
DECEMBER 2009 MEETING NOTES
This meeting was held at the Club Tivoli in Windsor on Sunday 13th. of December 2009 and
commenced at the early time of 12.00pm due to the Christmas fare that was served at 1.00
pm.
APOLOGIES ;
John Long.
MINUTES:
The minutes from the previous meeting held in October were read and there was no
comment arising.
FINANCES:
A financial statement was prepared by our treasurer and read out and it showed that we are
in a strong financial position.
CORRESPONDENCE:
A Christmas card was received from Joe Bajada from Malta wishing a happy Christmas to
all and advising us of his new address.
A letter was received by Rob Greenaway from Jimmy Stewart from Greymouth in New
Zealand re the long closed Stewart Brewery in the south of New Zealand.
The Mudgee Brewery contacted the club showing appreciation on winning the label of the
year. It was hinted that they might be producing a stout shortly.
GENERAL BUSINESS:
Michael Bannenberg detailed a preview of a book that he has produced on the history of the
Carlton Brewery up until 1907. This is an excellent book and should be available from May
next year. The book can be ordered directly from him. Please see enclosed brochure.

Rob Greenaway announced that he has now retired from CUB and he gave a short but
interesting history of his career there. He also supplied the gathering with CUB neck ties that
he built up over the years. He stated that he would have no need to wear a tie in the future.
Graeme Crompton enquired as to how the breweries could control the alcohol content of
their beers. The technical explanation was given by Rob Greenaway. Members should
contact him for further details.
Michael Bannenberg announced that the Grand Ridge Brewery is to release two new beers
shortly. They will be a Draught and an "Almighty Light".
The "SELL BOOK" is to be started up again and will run along the same lines as before.
Members wishing to sell harder to get labels should contact the Secretary at 11 Harleston
Road , Mount Eliza Vic. 3930 with their labels and the price that they wish to get for the
labels. Any labels that are unsold after three meetings will be returned along with any
proceeds to the seller.
RAFFLES:
The raffles were drawn and the lucky winners were F76 Wayne Richardson
F51 Ross Mackie
A27 David Dobney
There were a couple of in room only bulky raffles also.
A total of 25 members signed the book although there more present.
The meeting closed at 12.55 pm when members enjoyed a drink and snacks compliments of
the V.B.L.C.S.
In closing I would like to wish everyone a Happy and safe Christmas and New Year.
Angus MacEwan.

BUY – SELL – TRADE – SWAP
Richard Rathbone (754) has a collection of approximately 320 coasters, 1966 – 1990 from
North West WA and Perth. These are available for the cost of the postage (approximately
2.5Kg); and any interested members should contact Richard accordingly. His address is 4A
Halvorson Rd Morley 6062 WA.
Umit Ugur (603) wants to buy/trade labels/collections from Asia, Africa, Latin America and
Oceania. His address is: 2 McGahy Court, Templestowe VIC 3106.

VBLCS wishes a Happy New Year to all its members

AUSTRALIAN SMALL BREWERY UPDATE - JANUARY 2010
New South Wales
The family-owned Mountain Ridge Wines near Berry, south of Wollongong, has recently
diversified into beer-making. The vineyard was planted in 2007 by Barry and Monique
Starkey and their sons, and Mountain Ridge Brewery was added to their operation in mid2009. Barry brews in 300 litre batches, and currently produces two styles: a pale ale called
Broughton Ale, and a chocolate porter called Bolong Black. Mountain Ridge beers are
available to drink on the premises, or to take away in 330mL and 650mL bottles. They are
unfiltered, and carbonated in the keg rather than bottle conditioned.
Victoria
True South restaurant-brewery opened at Black Rock, on the eastern shore of Port Phillip
Bay, in September, but without a licence to sell its beer (see Update, September 2009). This
unfortunate omission was rectified at the beginning of December, and the beer then began to
flow. Although the retail sale of beer had been
curtailed, the making of it had not, and brewer Sam
Fuss had three styles (pale ale, dark ale and summer
ale) ready to pour when the licence came through. A
fourth brew, a pilsener, came on stream a few days
later.
General
The fifth annual Australian Beer Festival was held in Sydney on 24 and 25 October last.
Eighteen breweries and beer companies were represented, a slightly smaller line-up than the
twenty-two in 2008. The 2009 contingent included Cooper’s, James Squire, Matilda Bay,
Little Creatures, Blue Tongue, Schwartz (Sydney), 4 Pines (Manly), Akuna (Mona Vale),
William Bull (Bilbul), and Stone and Wood (Byron Bay). In addition were several brewers
without breweries: McLaren Vale Brewing Co., Rocks Brewing Co., Barons Brewing Co.
(now incorporating Snowy Mountains Brewing Co.), Lovell’s Lager, Fusion Brewing, Bitch
Premium Lager, and Broo Premium Lager. Byron Bay Premium Brewery was also
represented, but offered only its contract-brewed product, despite having recently begun
producing an interesting range of high quality beers at its own small brewery at Byron Bay.
A further range of microbreweries was represented indirectly through the stall of the Micro
Beer Club, which distributes a range of microbrewed products in mixed cartons to
subscribers.
Please send contributions to this report to the compiler either at P.O. Box 5098, East
Lismore, NSW, 2480 or brett@australiangoodbeerdirectory.com. Information about
many Australian small breweries, and links to their websites, can be found at The Australian
Good Beer Directory (www. agbd.org).
Brett Stubbs, 23 December 2009

NT GETS BREWERY AFTER LONG THIRST
The Territory is to get its own beer again after a 20-year drought.
Businessman Dennis Durham, who runs a successful NT drainage company, plans to open a
micro-brewery and beer tasting venue at Coolalinga, 25km south of Darwin. He wants to
produce a range of beers, including mid-strength and pilsner. Several trademark names have
been registered - one of them is Crocodile.
Beer has not been brewed in the Territory since Carlton United made NT Draught. The
brewery closed in the late 1980s, taking the iconic Darwin Stubby to Queensland.
Mr Durham's Northern Territory Brewing Company has applied for a liquor licence. He
plans to install the small brewery in the old NT Rice Nissan huts just off the Stuart Highway.
Food and beer would be served in a garden capable of holding about 200 people. And
customers would be able to see the brewery operating.
The project is expected to cost about $1million.
Mr Durham's lawyer, Richard Martyr, said there was "a sad lack of a locally brewed beer" in
the Territory. "You've got Irish pubs in Darwin but nothing quintessentially Territorian." He
said the brewery would be a rustic, low-key affair. "It won't be a pub," he said. "But people
will be able to pop in for a beer and meal, and watch the brewing.” "There will be a good
Territory character to the place."
Mr Martyr said the idea was for something along the lines of the wine-tasting "cellars" in the
Hunter Valley. The target market will be tourists, weddings and functions.
The brewery hopes to sell takeaway packs of beer but this cannot be done while the NT
Government's moratorium on takeaway licences is in force.
There are also plans to sell tourism goods.
Mr Martyr said the Durham family enjoyed "creating things". "They've been very successful
in business and are now branching out with this brewery," he said. "They are in a position to
be able to do things that interest them."
Mr Durham lives in Sydney. But his lawyer said: "He spends a lot of time in the Territory,
running the business and fishing."
Mr Durham is a keen art collector - he owns several Namatjiras - and is expected to decorate
the Coolalinga brewery with Aboriginal works.
The brewery could be open by the end of this year.
Source: ntnews.com.au, 12 February 2009

FROM THE EDITOR
By the time you read this newsletter Christmas and New Year celebrations will be over. I
hope you all had a good rest during the holidays and ready to chase up that elusive beer
label. I hope you all know by now that the January edition of the VBLCS NEWS comes to
you later than usual as our printers close for three weeks during December-January.
There are many new labels out in the market recently and there are a few bottle shops in
Melbourne who stock many of the boutique beers from around Australia. They are:
Slowbeer, 63 Burwood Road, Hawthorn
Purvis Cellars, 615-617 Whitehorse Road, Surrey Hills
Olinda Cellars, 7/540 Mount Dandenong Tourist Road, Olinda
Acland Cellars, 187 Acland St St Kilda
Carwyn Cellars, 829a High Street, Thornbury
Of the above list, Slowbeer is believed to be the only beer retailer in Australia 100% devoted
to the sale of quality beer and cider.
The photo below shows (from left to right) Pale Ale, Summer Ale, Porter and Golden Bitter
from Sweet Water Brewing Co and Red Tail and Golden Paw from Beard Brau.

Photo on the next page shows Red Truck Porter, Hefeweizen, Chocolate Oatmeal Stout, Pale
Ale, India Pale Al and Bohemian Philsner from Lobethal Bierhaus.

Next photo shows Mad Abbot Belgian Style Strong Abbey Ale, Mad Abbot Dubbel and
Mad Abbot Tripel from The Little Brewing Co, Growler American Brown Ale and Rusty
Pale Ale from 2 Brothers Brewing and Miners Light Swanky from Copper Coast Wines P/L.

Below photo shows Barossa Bock and Barossa Blonde from Seppeltsfield Wines P/L, Hefe
from Bootleg Brewery, Hef from Burleigh Brewing Co, Pale Ale from Kosciuszko Brewing
Co and Kembery Regional Ale from Wig & Pen Brewery.

Next photo shows Golden Ale from 3 Ravens, Ginger Ale from Billabong Brewing, Alpha
Queen from Boatrocker Brewing Co, Trickster Wit Beer from 2 Brothers Brewery, Baltica 3
from Independent Breweries and the label I made for my brother-in-law, for his 60th
birthday, from Brewtopia.

As you may already know, Alan Richards has the best collection of Australian boutique beer
labels in the club. He constantly chases up all the new labels for our members. Sometimes he
travels hundreds of kilometres just for one label. Naturally he has labels only few members
have ever seen or heard of. One of these labels, Summer Time Ale from Schwartz Brewery
in Sydney, is on the front cover page of this issue, in full colour, so that you know what you
are missing and what to chase up. Back cover shows the Ned Kelly Imperial Oak Aged
Robust Porter from Bridge Road Brewers in Beechworth.
Many thanks to Rob Greenaway, Angus MacEwan, Brett Stubbs, Jack Wilks, Alan Richards,
Ross Mackie for their contribution to this issue of the Newsletter.
Umit Ugur, December 2009

LABELS ISSUED WITH THIS NEWSLETTER

Owing to frequent shortages of microbrewery labels and occasionally different quantities of
matching neck and back labels, the labels issued may not be the full published list.
CUB: Range of VB Export body and back labels
Castlemaine Perkins: Summer Bright Lager.
Toohey’s: Old neck label 10 Cents refund.
Cascade: First Harvest 330ml
Boags: Classic Blonde, 375mlneck front and back.
JB Premium
JB Premium Light
XXX Ale
Two Metres Tall: Cleansing Ale, 330ml 2 varieties
Derwent Clear Ale, 330 and 500ml.
Foresters Pale Ale, 330 and 500ml
Huon Dark Ale, 330ml and 500ml
Generic neck label.
3 Ravens: English Ale and Golden Ale 330ml 10 Cent refund
Dutch and Italian labels supplied from our sister club in Italy Amici Della Birra.
CUB, Coopers, Swan, Tooheys, Lion [NZ] and Courage; a range of re issues
VBLCS sends it’s thanks to Al Graham, Graeme Crompton, Cor Groothuis, Alan Richards
and Roberto Damiani [Amici Della Birra] plus Tooheys, Castlemaine Perkins, Cascade,
Boags, Two Metres Tall, 3 Ravens and CUB’s Abbotsford Brewery for contributing labels
to this issue.

Visit

VBLCS web-site:

http://www.vblcs.com

BREWERY GIVES PLASTIC BEER BOTTLES ANOTHER SHOT
At first glance, Byron Bay Brewery's new product looks like an ordinary bottle of beer. It
has the right shape, a paper label and crown seal cap but there is one fundamental difference
- it is made from plastic rather than glass.
The brewery has teamed up with Visy to launch its premium ale beer, which is currently
available in glass, in a 375ml recyclable PET bottle as well.
Visy says that PET technology
has advanced since beer in
plastic bottles was first seen on
Australian shelves, giving it a
longer shelf life and improved
taste.
CUB and Lion Nathan were early
adopters of plastic beer bottles,
offering Carlton Cold and Hahn
Ice, respectively, in this format
for a short time in the late 1990s.
This was primarily for events
such as music festivals.
This new incarnation will be pitched to a similar audience as well as pubs and clubs.
Byron Bay Brewery co-founder Glenn Cary said safety was the primary motivator behind
the move.
"Late last year with the spate of glassings I felt I needed to start developing an alternative to
glass," he said.
"I knew other companies had tried and failed and that Visy had made some innovations
[since then].
"That [old] technology was more suited to soft-drink rather than beer packaging. The current
packaging is multi-layered so it allows us to pasteurise the bottle with the beer in it, which
stops it from oxidising the beer and makes it more stable."
The beer has a shelf life of six months, a few months shy of the nine to 10 months of beer in
a glass bottle.
Cary said the brewery opted for a plastic bottle rather than a can for aesthetic reasons. Cans
were not as popular as bottles, he said.
Cary said Jupiters Casino on the Gold Coast, and the Coogee Bay Hotel and the Ivy in
Sydney had already signed up to stock the beer.

These Sydney premises are affected by recent legislation that forces venues that have
recorded more than 12 assaults a year to use plastic drinkware after midnight.
V Australia will also make it available on international flights.
"People are surprised at how good the beer tastes," he said. "They didn't realise initially that
they were drinking out of a plastic bottle. Most people look at it knowing we have problems
in society and here is one way of offering a solution."
Foster's has gone down a different road for airlines and festivals. It offers Crown Lager in an
aluminium bottle and two Wolf Blass wines in PET.
Source: theage.com.au

BEER POWERED ACCUMULATOR
Japanese company Aqua Power System has worked out an accumulator which can be
recharged by beer, “Mobilnik.ua” reported on January, 15.

The new battery got the name of NoPoPo (Non-Pollution Power). It works on the
combination of carbon and magnesia, which, as a result of a reaction with beer, generates
electricity. The beverage is injected into the battery with the help of a special pipette.
The new product is already enjoying good sales at USD15 per item.

DID YOU KNOW THAT?
In ancient English pubs patrons were served special tankards, of which the handles were …
whistles. Having drunk their beer, the most devoted clients had the possibility to ask for
more just by whistling without overstraining their voices in the noisy pubs.
A funny thing happened to Tom Bowder, a student of Oxford, who demanded a glass of beer
at an exam citing an old tradition. As traditions are respected by the English, he got his beer,
but was immediately fined for breaking another ancient rule according to which students
must wear swords during exams.

PLANS FOR BOUTIQUE BREWERY IN WAGGA WAGGA
BEER connoisseurs have good reason to smack their lips in anticipation, with plans for
Wagga's very own boutique microbrewery well under way.
Craig Wealands, 28, is passionate about beer and is hoping to excite and intrigue Wagga
drinkers with his own brand of brew when he swings open the doors to The Thirsty Crow at
31 Kincaid Street in mid-2010.
Having just lodged a development application with Wagga City Council, there are still a few
hurdles to jump, but Mr Wealands is thrilled to see his vision begin to take shape.
"I've had plans for it for quite a while," he said.
"I did a two-year uni course at Ballarat two years ago but I had an idea to do something like
this about five years ago."
Currently working at the Hunter Beer Company near Cessnock, Mr Wealands was born and
bred in Wagga before heading to Sydney where he honed his beer pouring skills managing a
number-of pubs.
But serving copious amounts of liquor to patrons intent on achieving the single goal of
inebriation was not Mr Wealands idea of a good time so he decided to delve into the vast
and often under-explored world of beer.
With plans to brew just 100,000 litres per year (compared to 80,000 litres per batch
produced by commercial brewers), Mr Wealands said his operation will be small but he
planned to produce something really special.
"Craft beer is beer with flavour and craft breweries are about educating people that beer does
not have to taste like yellow fizzy water," he said.
"These craft beers are about quality over quantity and Thirsty Crow plans to educate people
on what quality is, with regular tours available, tasting sessions with the brewer and beer and
food pairing events."
Hoping to attract the kind of crowd that savours their beer, Mr Wealands said drinkers intent
on causing trouble would have no place at the Thirsty Crow.
"I'm the brewer and manager and cleaner, I'm going to be there a lot and I'm not going to put
up with any nonsense," he said.
"This is going to be a family-run business."
Source: Article by Michelle Webster, The Daily Advertiser, 8 Dec 2009

WORLD’S STRONGEST BEER WITH 32% STRENGTH LAUNCHED
A controversial Scottish brewery has launched what it described as the world's strongest beer
- with a 32% alcohol content.
Tactical Nuclear Penguin has been unveiled by BrewDog of Fraserburgh.
BrewDog was previously
branded irresponsible for
an 18.2% beer called
Tokyo, which it then
followed with a low
alcohol beer called Nanny
State.
Managing director James
Watt said a limited supply
of
Tactical
Nuclear
Penguin would be sold for
£30 each. He said: "This
beer is about pushing the
boundaries, it is about
taking innovation in beer to a whole new level."
Mr Watt added that a beer such as Tactical Nuclear Penguin should be drunk in "spirit sized
measures".
A warning on the label states: "This is an extremely strong beer; it should be enjoyed in
small servings and with an air of aristocratic nonchalance. In exactly the same manner that
you would enjoy a fine whisky, a Frank Zappa album or a visit from a friendly yet anxious
ghost."
However Jack Law, of Alcohol Focus Scotland, described it was a "cynical marketing ploy"
and said: "We want to know why a brewer would produce a beer almost as strong as
whisky."
The beer has been launched on the day alcohol was at the top of the political agenda with the
unveiling of the Scottish government's Alcohol Bill including proposals for minimum
pricing on drink.
Meanwhile, BrewDog's plans for a new headquarters to produce millions of bottles of beer a
year have been approved by Aberdeenshire Council.
The decision was taken at a full council meeting despite having been recommended for
refusal by officers because the site at Potterton, near Aberdeen, is in the green belt.
Source: news.bbc.co.uk, 26 November 2009

HOW TO DESIGN A BEER LABEL
In our cut-and-paste universe, designing a beer label can be just about as fast as making a
snapshot. But it can also be a labour of love, requiring years of thought and training, not to
speak of talent, All About Beer Magazine maintains.
Begin the designing process with a properly served beer, preferably the one for which you're
designing the label, experts advise. But do not forget that the beer is more important than the
label! The label is the beer's birth certificate and, in that regard, designing a beer label is a
little bit like conception. The act of procreation is a pleasure, but secondary to the joy of
seeing your child (in this case, the beer) enter the world, well received, in his fancy new
blanket.
Like having a baby, a critical step is deciding on a name. Popular categories include animals,
mountain ranges, national monuments, fairy tales, saints and sinners, place names, people's
names (mostly men's) and ribbon colours. Straying from these categories is seldom
successful.
Top designers think of the name and visualize the illustration at about the same time. Be
creative here. Consulting multiple sources for inspiration is smart. Being sued for copyright
infringement is not. Remember that Sunday school lesson about thou shall not steal.
Slightly boring, but necessary for commercial brewers, is adding all the governmentrequired (federal and state) information, including address, contents, brand name,
description of product (beer), UPC code and health warning. Homebrewers feeling guilty
may optionally add these details to their labels.
Visualize getting to know your printer, for mock-ups and for the finished label. Determine
whether you want to print on paper, plastic film or directly on the bottle (silk screen.) Forget
about costs. You are still in the creative phase.
Now it's time to move that beer to your desktop (not too close) and assemble all the
elements. Things to consider here are label size, type style, colours, and placement of the
illustration. How big to make Aunt Emma's photograph can be as contentious as choosing a
name, should designing be a team effort, so it is recommended that one team member
volunteer to be the boss.
Once the design is finished, before a label can be applied to a single bottle, approval for the
finished product must be sought at various government levels. Is the label misleading? Is the
illustration obscene? Are all the warnings in place? You may have your label rejected even
because it lacks a comma.
Never underestimate the importance of the label. Attention to detail will determine whether
your offspring's fate will be famous or flawed. That's a big responsibility for the label
designer. Like beer, it shouldn't be taken lightly.
Source: BelgianShop Weekletter Nr 1384

THE ULTIMATE ALL-IN-ONE BEER BREWING MACHINE
What if there were a machine-a beautiful shiny machine-and all it did, with almost no work

from you, was make you beer? Such was the dream that drove PopSci (Popular Science)
staff photographer John Carnett to spend weeks building what he simply refers to as the
Device: a stainless-steel two-cart brewing system that starts by boiling extract-concentrated
wort, or pre-fermented beer-and ends with a chilled pint.
In most home-brewing setups, each step in the process requires moving the beer to a new
container by hand, which increases the chance of contamination and requires you to lift
stuff. Carnett's machine keeps everything in the carts' closed system and requires only that
he swap a few CO2-pressurized hoses to move the liquid along. It also employs a complex
temperature-control system to regulate the fermentation (often done in a corner of a
basement) to within a degree or two. A couple weeks later, the same system chills the beer
on its way from keg to tap, so the Device is always ready with a cold pour and consumes no
power when it's not serving or fermenting.
The next step: adding a third cart to make wort from raw grain instead of extract. But, says
Carnett, there's a lot of "testing" of this design to be done first.

Source: www.popsci.com.au

BANANA BREAD BEER
BANANA BREAD BEER is a uniquely flavoured drink that retains the qualities and style of
a traditional bitter but compliments this wonderful taste with the subtle flavour of Britain's
best loved and top selling fruit - bananas.
Charles Wells Brewery created BANANA BREAD BEER to attract new consumers into a
declining market. A typical drinker is a male aged from 40 to 55 years. The new product
development team at Charles Wells recognised an opportunity to attract more drinkers
beyond this band, drinkers which are both younger men and also women.
Buying patterns for supermarkets and off licenses were a consideration when looking at
brewing a new beer aimed at attracting a new market of drinkers. Historically, purchases in
these areas are predominantly made by women but the beer is often consumed by men. Thus
the packaging and concept of the beer had to aesthetically appeal to a woman in order for it
to be bought in the first place.
BANANA BREAD BEER is presented in an imperial pint bottle, but with a very modern
stylistic approach to the labelling. The main bottle label is minimalist in size and rests
towards the base of the bottle. The neck label is beautifully illustrated and very dominant at
the top of the neck.
In addition to this, single purchases in supermarkets
have an additional neck label attached which
conveys the story and taste profile of Banana Bread
Beer as well as an age old family recipe for baking
banana bread. The story being that BANANA
BREAD BEER partly takes its name from the Saxon
phrase for beer - “Liquid Bread”.
BANANA BREAD BEER has highlighted a new
trend. Women are buying for men as predicted, but
they are also trialling the product themselves. The
natural fair trade banana ingredients are currently
showing to have a strong appeal to a female palette.
Research prior to launching the product
demonstrated a willingness to repeat buy and
consume by women both from supermarkets and
also through drinking the cask beer in pubs.
In conclusion, although the beer was not created specifically to target women, Charles Wells
Brewery are pleased to see that in research and during this initial launch period for both
bottle and cask, women are enjoying the beer and buying an ale whereas by their own
anecdotal admission, ale is not a drink that they would normally consider.
Source: www.wellsandyoungs.co.uk

TOMATO BEER
Tomato Bibere combines the sweet flavor of a tomato with the bitter taste of hops. One
tomato is used in the production of each 330ml bottle of reddish beer.
Isamu Waki, who runs an izakaya pub in
Tokyo, has been asking other brewers to
produce a tomato beer for years.
Hirofumi Koda, president of Echigo Beer
Co., was the first brewery operator to
take him up on the idea.
Waki pinned his last hope on Echigo
Beer, which has produced beer from rice,
pears and even green tea. "I was
overwhelmed by Waki's enthusiasm for
the project, so I decided to go for it," said
Koda, who himself does not care for
tomatoes.
The master brewer aimed at making a
healthy drink, so all of the ingredients are organic. Since tomatoes are fibrous and have a
low-sugar content, filtration and fermentation were especially difficult. The first trial
product, which took five months to make, was watery and barely tasted of tomatoes. Koda
called it vile.
Koda and Waki tasted various trial versions of the beer by altering the amount of tomatoes
and by increasing the sugar content to improve the beer they finally released.

BEER FOR THE BLIND
The world's first beer for blind people has been
released in Germany.
Duesseldorf's Uerige beer, considered one of the
world's best 'Alt' beers by experts, is now releasing
new 0.33 litre bottles with a braille label.
Blind activist Joana Zimmer welcomed the news.
She said: "For blind people every drink is actually a
lucky dip.
"You often have no idea what's about to go in your
mouth. But with this bottle you are clearly told what
it is - and that's fabulous."

BEER TRACKER BOTTLE OPENER
This little bottle opener has a LCD display that
keeps track of how many beers you’ve opened,
because as you know when you get to a certain
point, you have no clue where you are, let
alone how many beers you’ve consumed. You
would think that constantly emptying your
bladder would be some indication.
So, if you lose track and need a visual indicator
of when you should stop, this little device will
come to your rescue. I suppose it’s also handy
if a bunch of drunks are in one room and one
guy needs to brag. Get one and never be in the dark again about your alcohol consumption.
INTERESTING BOTTLE OPENERS

Ring opener

Stiletto opener

Credit card opener

Reef Sandal opener

USB opener

Key opener

Belt opener

Baseball cap opener

Money clip opener

BEER PRODUCTS
Yebisu Beer Jelly: Now you can have your beer and eat it too with the Yebisu beer jelly, a
gelatine desert that is based on, smells like, and tastes like (you guessed it) Yebisu Premium
Beer.

Beer-Scented Candle: The US company “Hotwicks” claims that the candle turns your
living room into a bar with the intoxicating aroma of a hundred beers. This candle smells
like everything from a fancy microbrew to a fraternity house floor.
Beer Soap: Ever wished
you could just bathe
yourself
in
your
favourite lager? Well,
this is sort of like that.
Beer Soap ($5; $20/5pack) is fine soap made
using 100% beer as the
liquid portion, with the
rest made with a special
recipe of olive oil,
sunflower oil, unrefined
shea and cocoa butters,
and more. Available in
many types of beerspecific varieties, these bars don't smell like beer, but instead offer just a hint of hoppy
aroma as an additive to more complex aromas.

VBLCS – 37 Years Strong

RAFFLES
As at December 23rd the following members have credit as listed:
Alastair Graham
David Ellison
Peter Simpfendorfer
Ray Trinder
Sue Plant
Colin Murphy
Wayne Richardson
Stephen Jerdison
Larry Ross

Aug 2012
Aug 2011
Jun 2011
Jun 2011
Feb 2011
Feb 2011
Dec 2010
Dec 2010
Dec 2010

Alan Colclough
Mick O’Brien
Murray Wells
Mick Davis
Alister Dowdall
Tom Joy
Jim Halsall
C. Groothaus
Mathew Lloyd

Dec 2010
Oct 2010
Aug 2010
Aug 2010
Apr 2010
Apr 2010
Feb 2010
Feb 2010
Feb 2010

In the February raffle, 1st prize features a very rare Cooper & Crabb Ltd label. This brewery
existed only for two years 1933 – 1935, and I was told by the late Bryant Lawson, that they
had produced beer, but due to production problems, none was ever sold and the company
folded.
Second prize will have a Cascade Draught Tasmanian Football League Centenary label
issued in 1979.
Third prize will have a pre – WWII Australian Bittler Ale label from CUB.

All prizes will contain some no contents labels and 13 1/3 & 26 2/3 fl. oz. labels from
various Australian breweries and will contain over 100 labels - a selection of Australian,
New Zealand and various overseas labels.
I wish to thank Graham Crompton and Rob Greenaway for their donations of labels for the
raffles.
Tickets are $1.00 each with a maximum of two tickets ($2.00) per member and they are
available from Jack Wilks 65 Tiverton Drive Mulgrave Vic. 3170.

VBLCS BEER LABEL CATALOGUES
Cairns, Rockhampton and Toowoomba
Mildura (Northern Breweries)

28 pages $6.00
16 pages $3.50

Northern Territory
Kalgoorlie
Old Ballarat
Sovereign
Anchor, Sail & Anchor, Matilda Bay
South Australian & Associated Breweries
Coopers Brewery
Sanctuary Cove Brewery
Courage Breweries
Geelong Brewery
Northern Brewery
Richmond Brewing Co
Castlemaine Perkins
CUB Queensland
Tasmanian Breweries
Swan Brewery Co
Micro Breweries (1st Edition)
Micro Breweries (2nd Edition)
Micro Breweries (3rd Edition)

27 pages $6.00
26 pages $6.00
19 pages $4.50
9 pages $2.00
18 pages $4.50
154 pages $15.00
130 pages $15.00
23 pages $6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$5.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$7.50
$13.00
$6.50
$8.50
$8.50

All members please note: When sending cheques or money orders to the Secretary as
payment for catalogues ordered, please make them payable only to “The V.B.L.C.S.” Please
do not make them payable to the Secretary, either by title or by name. Copies of the Club
Catalogues are obtainable from Angus MacEwan, 11 Harleston Road, Mt. Eliza, Victoria
3930. Ph: 03 9787 0225. ALL CATALOGUE PRICES ARE POST PAID
MEETING DATES FOR 2009
VBLCS meetings are held at the German Club Tivoli, 291 Dandenong Road, Windsor,
Melway Ref. 58 G8.
Meeting dates for 2010 are:
February 14
April 11
June 13
August 8
October 10
December 12
NOTE: As a general rule the meetings are held on the second Sunday of even numbered
months. Starting time is 1.00 pm although many members come earlier for socialising.

NED KELLY LABEL FROM BRIDGE ROAD BREWERS

